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ABSTRACT:

Pacing, branching, and interaction are three unique characteristics
that multimedia brings to education.-As costs decrease and the·advantages of
multimedia are documented, corporations are rapidly adopting this new instructional method. Major benefits to the individual and organization include instructional flexibility, increased retention, decreased instructional costs, improved performance monitoring 1 and record keeping. These benefits provide support for
using multimedia as a method to enhance the typical college of business junior
level management information systems (MIS) course.
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PURPOSE
The purposes of this paper are ( 1) to
identify unique characteristics multimedia brings to the educational
process; (2) to explore and provide
examples of the use of multimedia
technology in corporate education
programs; (3) to investigate benefits
that corporations have identified in
using multimedia; and ( 4) to investigate the potential value of using multimedia technology as part of the junior
level management information systems (MIS) course.

MULTIMEDIA DEFINED
Multimedia is primarily associated
with the characteristics of sound, music,
graphics, animation, and full-motion
video. These are the same sights,
sounds, color, and motion that we have
all become accustomed to through our
one-way interaction with television. The
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unique qualities that set multimedia 'Branching
apart from television and many other
A student can determine the order
methods of communication are its pac- of progression or path through the
ing, branching and interaction capabili- training program. In addition, one can
ties (MacNelly, 1993).
design the system to branch or
change direction automatically based
Pacing
upon the student's choice(s).
Multimedia training allows students to Students can skip sections, return
begin at the appropriate learning level later, or follow a path that is particuand progress at their own rate. The larly relevant to them at the moment.
pace of the program can be controlled Likewise, the instructor can design
entirely by the individual or, if required educational modules that are espeby the organization or external regula- cially appropriate for each person or
tions, can be computer controlled. The for a specific job description.
program can advance rather slowly or
Branching greatly increases educamore rapidly depending upon the stu- tional options when compared with
dent's interest and capabilities. A stu- traditional linear learning methods
dent can begin or end a program at any like books, videos, and lectures.
time or location, and can repeat sections at will or as dictated by the sys- Interaction
Perhaps the greatest potential use of
tem. One can spend as little as a few
minutes focused on a specific task or as computer-assisted multimedia methods is student interaction with a prolong as needed.
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